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Abstract: Today bleach and detergents are being frequently used and some people use their mixture for more
cleaning. Because of chemical interaction of bleach and detergent, chlorine gas was released and thereby it
could be dangerous for human health. This study examined the effects of exposed toxic mixture of bleach and
detergent on the Mucosa layer and Lamina mucosa conjunctiva in the mice. In this study, 42 adult male mice
NMRI race weighing 35-40 gr and from age 8 to 10 weeks were divided into 6 experimental groups and one
control group. Experimental groups 1-2-3 with the use of chamber, the exposed 20 minutes were exposed to
spray the amount 1 cc of mixture of bleach and detergent by nebulizer. Experimental groups 4-5-6 were for 35
minutes to inhale the same amount of material. Mice killed at 24-48-72 hours after exposed and the Mucosa
Layer and Lamina mucosa conjunctiva tissue was studied pathology. In the study of microscopic sections
prepared of mouse mucosa layer and Lamina mucosa conjunctiva tissue experimental group comparison with
the control group, significant decrease was observed in mucosa layer the have (p ≤ 0.001) and significant
decrease was observed in the Lamina mucosa have(p ≤ 0. 01, p ≤ 0.001). As a result, increasing the exposed
time of mixing bleach and detergent, as time passed, increasing the tissue damage and changes.
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INTRODUCTION

causing chlorine gas that could irritate the airways

Detergents can clean fat and dirt particles in

and can cause symptoms of poisoning individuals

various forms [9]. There are different types of

[7,16].

bleach: chlorinated or household bleach containing

Chlorine was discovered by Scheele in 1774, at

sodium hypochlorite (NaClO) which is also called

atmospheric pressure and room temperature.

Javel water or vaytex. The bleach solution in water

Elemental chlorine is a gas. It is yellowish-green

to form 5 or 10 percent will be offered. Vaytex is

and the characteristic smell of bleach. The

an oxidizer. Other types of non-chlorine bleach

combined chlorine bleach with detergent could

contain hydrogen peroxide or sodium perborate or

cause more and more harmful effects [12].

sodium is percarborate and finally the calcium

The most important effects of chlorine gas in the

hypochlorite is a bleaching powder [6]. People for

body caused by free radicals of oxygen. Oxygen is

more cleaning use of mixed bleach and detergents

an essential element of life can be severely

that lead to more release of chlorine gas and

harmful effects on the body, under certain

thereby increase the severity of the symptoms of

conditions. Many of the harmful effects of oxygen

poisoning [23]. Most cases of poisoning were

due to the formation and activity of chemical

caused by inhaling these compounds in the space

compounds are known as reactive oxygen species
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(ROS) [5].

Experimental groups 1-2-3 of mice were killed 24,

Free radicals are the agent of many diseases and

48 and 72 hours after inhalation respectively.

fatal cancers [14]. Oxygen free radicals are

Experimental groups 4, 5 and 6 were killed

molecules that are generated in the reduction of

likewise and the mucosa layer and lamina mucosa

molecular oxygen. These compounds are produced

conjunctiva tissue were pathologically studied.

in cells from several directions. But most of the

Bleach and detergent were obtained from kondor

activities are performed in mitochondria, because

(ABC) Company.

mitochondria are the main places in which oxygen

Preparation of tissue samples: Samples after

are reduced [9, 21] and cause damage in 4 points

separation were in 10% formalin fixative solution

to the body, including lipid compounds, proteins,

for one week. After preparing the tissue by tissue

DNA and is the lysosome and thus can lead to cell

processing system and molding samples using

damage and eventually cell death [15].

microtom system, 5-micron thick sections were
cut. For histology studies, sections were stained
with hematoxylin and eosin staining method.

MATERIALS AND METHODES
In this study of 42 adult male mice, NMRI race
were used with weighing 35-40 gr, and age range

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

from 8 to10 weeks, they were purchased from

The results were evaluated in the study between

Karaj Anistito Pastor. Animals were kept at 23- 25

experimental and control groups considering mean

°C temperature and light conditions under the

and standard deviation (Mean ± SEM). Statistical

standard 12 hours light and 12 hours of darkness

calculations were performed to evaluate significant

and a relative humidity of 40 to 60 percent water

differences between experimental and control

and food. The animals were randomly divided into

groups using the test (ANOVA) followed by

6 experimental groups 1-2-3-4-5-6 and one control

Turkey complementary test (P≤0.05).

group. Test group 1-2-3 included 18 mice in the
chamber dimensions were 30 × 30 cm3 to 20

STRUSER

minutes. Value 0.5 cc of bleach and detergent

The comparison thickness of Mucosa Layer in a

material was poured into the nebulizer to spray and

dose of 1 cc, during exposed of 20 and 35 minutes

mice were exposed to it. Experimental groups 4-5-

showed that thickness this tissue has significantly

6 were for 35 minutes to inhale the same amount

decreased in all in experimental groups during

of material, Mice in groups of six were returned to

(24, 48 and 72 hours) after exposed than control

cages and food and water were available to them.

group (Fig1).
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Figure 1: Comparison of mean ± SEM thickness of mucosa layer conjunctiva tissue,24-48-72 hours after exposed of a mixture of bleach
and detergent,The amount of 1 cc, 20 and 35 minutes in duration Between experimental and control groups(*P≤0.001 compared with
control group) (n=6( (B+D→ Bleach + Detergent)

The comparison thickness of Lamina mucosa

conjunctiva tissue in a dose of 1 cc, during
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3 , 5 and 6 groups during 48 and 72 hours after

thickness this tissue has significantly decreased in

exposed, than control group (Fig.2)
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Figure 2: Comparison of mean ± SEM thickness of Lamina mucosa conjunctiva tissue,24-48-72 hours after exposed of a mixture of bleach
and detergent,The amount of 1 cc, 20 and 35 minutes in duration Between experimental and control groups(*P≤0.01,** P≤0.001 compared
with control group) (n=6( (B+D→ Bleach + Detergent)

Table1: Comparison of mean ± SEM thickness of Mucosa Layer conjunctiva tissue between experimental group with control group after
exposed of a mixture of bleach and detergent,The amount of 1 cc
After35 minutes Exposed aerosol
After20 minutes Exposed aerosol
groups Exposed aerosol
(Mean±SEM)
(Mean±SEM)
0/47±19/98
0/47±19/98
control
*0/5±15/85
*0/51±16/56
After24 minutes
*24/0±12/36
*0/39 ±13/26
After48minutes
*0/31±9/63
*0/42±10/36
After72 minutes
Number in groups is 6. * p ≤0/001 in comparison control groups.

Table2: Comparison of mean ± SEM thickness of Lamina mucosa conjunctiva tissue between experimental group with control group after
exposed of a mixture of bleach and detergent,The amount of 1 cc
After20 minutes Exposed
After20 minutes Exposed aerosol
aerosol(Mean±SEM)
(Mean±SEM)
27/0±81/84
27/0±81/84
22/0±15/84
27/0±48/84
* *29/0±98/82
31/0±83/83
* *29/0±98/81
*34/0±11/83
Number in groups is 6. * p ≤0/01, ** p ≤0/001 in comparison control groups.

groups Exposed aerosol
control
After24 minutes
After48minutes
After72 minutes

LM

ML
Figure 3: The photomyograph of Mucosa layer and Lamina mucosa conjunctiva tissue in group 6 after 72 hours exposed aerosol (coloring:
H & E microscopic magnification: 100 ×) decrease in the thickness of Mucosa layer conjunctiva tissue can be seen in this picture.
ML=Mucosa Layer, LM=Lamina Mucosa.
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DISCUSSION

reaction side cellular companies also have

According to studies, inhalation of chlorine gas

devastating effects on their own. As a result,

and its reaction with water in body tissues cause

sections. Thus decreased

the release of free oxygen radicals are highly
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